We are your trusted partner.

We are Social Security Disability advocates and Medicare advisors. When life changes, we help people get
the benefits they deserve. When we succeed for them, it also benefits you as their insurer. When you refer
your clients to The Advocator Group, we deliver service and success that helps them, and also benefits you.
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We are experienced advocates.
Founded in 2002, The Advocator Group is dedicated to preserving the financial
well-being of our clients by helping them apply for and receive Social Security Disability.
We have over 300 employees across the United States and service tens of
thousands of new referrals each year.
The Advocator Group partners with insurance carriers that comprise over 80% of
the group Long-Term Disability market, to assist their clients through the Social
Security Disability process.

To learn more, visit: www.advocator.com T. (877) 261-1947 | F. (877) 899-1329

Get to know us.
We are reputable advocates.
The way we serve our clients and how we interact with insurance carriers and
government administrators is what makes us effective. We are respectful,
resourceful and committed to obtaining positive outcomes.

We are an accomplished team.
We have helped over 150,000 clients receive Social Security Disability awards
and take pride in our FAST and FAVORABLE decisions.
Our Client Advocates use the most advanced technology in our industry and
have access to a wealth of resources.
Our cloud-based claims management system provides real-time information and
supports our team approach.

We add value, at every stage in the approval process.
We provide our partners with on-site expertise. This personal attention enables us to work seamlessly with your staff.
Our comprehensive claims examiner training series is a modular program that ensures your claims organization remains
informed and offers developmental opportunities to your employees throughout their careers.
From centralized printing to mailing integration, we aim to optimize your business processes and improve operating efficiency.
Our digital resources provide up-to-the-minute status updates and educational tools for both our carrier customers and their clients.

We offer customized solutions.
We take the time to understand your existing client touch points and create
streamlined, integrated communications.
We analyze performance data and provide our partners with customized reports,
including valuable industry benchmark comparisons.
We have a unique education-based approach to reimbursement facilitation
that delivers the results you need and the service your clients deserve.

We are a values-driven organization.
At The Advocator Group, each of our core values is an integral part of our
corporate culture:
Create Opportunity

Enrich Lives

Grow through Innovation

Our core values are well established within our model of service to our clients.
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Have Questions? We can help.

T. (877) 261-1947 F. (877) 899-1329

101 Edgewater Drive, Suite 260 Wakefield, MA 01880

www.advocator.com

